38
(1) Pahmad Pedda el-kitāb li-mona Ahmad gave.pv.3sgm def-book to-Mona 39 'Ahmed gave the book to Mona. ' ECA
40
(2) Pahmad Pedda mona el-kitāb Ahmad gave.pv.3sgm Mona def-book 41 'Ahmed gave Mona the book. ' ECA
42
In broad terms, we show that while three relatively diverse dialects share complementary distribution, in the sense that a given language will only 126 exhibit one of these two. As we will see below, the Arabic data is immedi-127 ately relevant to this question, and we believe that a single language may 128 in fact exhibit both of these strategies in parallel. represents the phrase structure of a sentence) and f-structure, which rep- allel examples for the three dialects given in (9), (10) and (11) (for HA,
193
ECA and MT respectively), the reverse order of arguments is also possible 194 in both ECA and HA, as shown in (12) may not be suffixed to a form ending in a short vowel (Watson 2002, 182) .
338
It points to the conclusion that both the second negative marker and the 
341
-u and -ha the 1sg, 3sgm and 3sgf object suffixes and -lak the 2sgm 342 dative/recipient suffix.
343
Note that although Watson speaks of "prepositional phrases", to our 344 knowledge, the only "prepositional" elements which permit this are the l-345 pronominals: pronominally inflected forms of e.g. fi-'in' and min-'from' do 346 4 We refer to ma + š as a discontinuous element without prejudice to the precise details of the morphological analysis. Several pieces of evidence tend to support a double exponence view over a circumfixal account, however. One of these is that the distribution of the š element is sensitive to the presence of (certain) NPIs in both mt and ECA. We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for reminding us of the relevance of this fact. See Haspelmath & Caruana (1996) for the MT facts and Soltan (2012) for ECA.
Acta Linguistica Hungarica 61, 2014 that it is cliticised post-syntactically as a weak form).
381
It is useful to summarize the main data points in this section at this construction, while eca reserves its use essentially to the subject function.
454 Table 5 provides the free pronoun paradigms for the dialects under dis-455 cussion. Again, we refer the reader to Retso (1987) for some fascinating 456 discussion of differences in the pronominal systems across dialects.
457
The contrast between (41) and (42) follows from the observation 6 This is in contrast to earlier forms of Arabic. As is well known, combinations of two accusative pronominal affixes/clitics were attested in Classical Arabic. For a recent discussion of such data see Walkow (to appear). We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out to us the discussion in Gensler (1998). 7 The distribution of these two sets of pronouns is slightly more complicated once one considers pronominal topics: see Sadler & Camilleri (2013) for some discussion.
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548
The ditransitive alternation in MSA may be illustrated with the verb aQṫā
549
'give', a verb which is inherently a three-place predicate. As in the vernacu- as an object, illustrated in (58).
570
(57) John sent a book to Mary.
571
John sent Mary a book.
572
(58) John baked a cake for Mary.
573
John baked Mary a cake. suggests that the generalization concerning the cause predication is also 696 relevant to the contemporary vernaculars, independent of the 'shift' in the 697 form used for causative derivation. We will return further to the discussion 698 of the distributional generalization below.
699 Table 6 provides a small representative sample of alternating verbs 700 across the dialects and illustrates the striking cross-dialectal similarity.
701
The final column distinguishes between those verbs which have form I non- Arabic, with verbs taking the double accusative construction, it was possible to raise the Theme to passive subject (with the recipient coded as an accusative NP) and to have a theme clitic as object on the verb. These structures are not possible in MSA.
